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Prince accepts
10-year contract
with the college
By REEM ABOU ELANAIN
Copy Editor
abouelenainr@allegheny.edu

In Doane Hall of Art there
is a room that was turned to
an art studio. This room is
overflowing with drawings,
even the floor is covered in
them. The creator of these
drawings is Steve Prince, the
artist-in-residence at Allegheny College.
Prince has recently signed
a 10-year contract with the
college. He is from New Orleans, La. He studied fine arts
at Xavier University in New
Orleans. His concentration
is in printmaking and sculpture. Prince has wanted to be
an artist ever since he could
remember. He recalls his first
memory when he found his
passion for art. He was four or
five years old then.
“We had a set of encyclopedias,” Prince said. “And I was
looking at them, and I pulled
the letter ‘M’ off the shelf. And
I just started to flip through it.
This is before I could read. I
stumbled across the artwork
of Michelangelo. I became enamored with his work.”
With the spontaneity of
a child he tore a page with a
painting he liked so much.
He got a piece of paper and a
pencil and started copying it.
When his older sister came

into the room and saw what
he was doing, she did what
any other older sibling would
do. She told her mother.
“I got spanked,” Prince
said. “It’s one of the things
I can’t forget because after
that my mom told me to put
that page back in that book.
I taped this thing back in the
book.”
He never managed to put
the page back properly in the
book. It kept on sticking out
over the other pages of the
encyclopedia. For many years
that was a constant reminder
of his love of drawing, art and
Michelangelo.
“It’s like creating dance on
paper,” Prince said describing
the process of drawing.
This appears in many of
his drawings that can be seen
not only in his studios but
also in designs that he makes
to promote some events on
campus. The most recent one
is the t-shirt design he has
made for an upcoming journalism conference called The
Story Next Door.
Cheryl Hatch, journalism
professor, has put this conference together. Prince suggested the idea of creating t-shirts
for the conference.
“We sat down in a meeting and Steve had his sketchbook,” Hatch said. “Richard
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Gator fans storm the court after the men’s basketball team’s 76 to 72 victory over Denison Sat. Jan. 22th, 2014.
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Gators stun Denison in close finish
By PAT JAMESON
Sports Editor
jamesonp@allegheny.edu

On paper, men’s basketball’s home closer against
Denison last Saturday didn’t
sound like much. Denison
had just secured a playoff spot
while the Gators were mathematically eliminated the
previous Wednesday with a
tough loss to Wooster.
However, what looked to
be an unimportant game between the two teams turned
into the most inspired and
entertaining match up the
Gators have seen yet this season. Led by a heroic effort by
the Gators’ senior class, Allegheny dropped Denison in
wild fashion with a 76-72 win.
“That game was in-

dicative of our season,” Head
Coach James Driggs said. “It
was a very close game and
we made the plays at the end.
There have been some games
where we didn’t.”
Allegheny ended their season in front of a packed Wise
Center crowd and featured
a starting lineup of entirely
senior players. Sharpshooter
Ryan Stanko led all scorers
in the contest, highlighted by
an inspired first half where
he landed four three pointers and amassed 16 of his 26
total points. The rest of the
Gators were near even in their
statistical production as Clark
Tritto, ’14, John O’Donnell,
’14 and Evan Zabriski, ’17,
knocked down nine a piece.
Seniors Bobby Theiss and

Marco Corona each added
eight as well. In total, the senior class accounted for 62 of
the team’s 76 points. D’Andre
Corbin, ’14, had a game
high nine assists while Tritto
proved a force in the paint,
blocking five shots and grabbing 10 rebounds.
“Denison is a great team
and we knew that we had to
execute in order to come out
on top,” said Stanko. “We
stuck to the coaches’ game
plan and the hard work came
to fruition.”
Stanko credited his confidence on the court for his offensive explosion.
“Personally, I just played
with so much confidence,”
Stanko said. “I had a great
warm up and after I saw a

couple go through I knew I
was locked in. I was prepared
to do anything to help us win
but Saturday it came by way of
scoring.”
The Gators started out
strong behind a flurry of
Stanko shots as he scored the
Gators’ first eight points in the
contest, including a pair of
threes and a nifty jump shot
to put Allegheny ahead 8-4.
Tritto’s ensuing jumpshot and
a Theiss layup stretched the
Allegheny lead to 10 just five
minutes in. From there the
Big Red battled their way back
slowly, as they used a 6-0 run
to make it a 20-19 game with
nine to go. Zabriski stretched
the Gators’
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Celebrated radio broadcaster hosts workshop
By SHU YI TANG
Contributing Writer
tangs@allegheny.edu

See PRINCE page 2

Cyril Ibe, assistant professor of journalism and mass
communications at Central
State University, visited Allegheny Tuesday, Feb. 18
through Friday, Feb. 21, to
host a radio workshop for
journalism and other interested students. Students from
Assistant Journalism Professor Cheryl Hatch’s Multimedia Journalism course helped
invite Ibe to campus and participated in the workshop.
The workshop focused on
producing a radio show, with
a combination of student interviews and narrative, con-

cerning the local Meadville
fire this past January. Prior to
the workshop, students conducted audio interviews with
sources such as the local fire
chief, the director of the Center for Family Services, a local
historian and Allegheny students and faculty.
During the workshop, Ibe
mentioned to students the
four important aspects of a
good podcast: correctness,
clarity, conciseness and color.
He taught students the how
to use the equipment and
software of a radio journalist,
emphasizing the difference
between radio reporting and
print journalism.
“We are writing for the
ear,” said Ibe.

Radio reporting differs
from print journalism in that
radio has to catch the listeners’ attention because they
cannot go back and review it
like an article.
The students Ibe instructed, learned to identify the
sound bites, also known as the
quotes, from their interviews.
They then did a short writeup for the sound bites which
would be pieced together
for the final story. Emerald
WrightCollie, ’16, narrated
the class’s final podcast.
“The workshop was a great
introduction into the audio
side of reporting. I learned the
basics of how to create a radio program,” said Allegheny
College Association scholar,

Lorri Drumm.
Dalton Finnell,’15, was
very influenced by the conference and affected the way he
sees a potential career in journalism.
“The workshop was really
fun. It made me change what I
want to work with in the journalism field. I enjoyed working on the production and editing with professor Ibe’s help
a lot.”
Though Ibe is currently
a professor at CSU in Wilberforce, Ohio, he has had
a career in journalism for
many years. Ibe worked as a
host and executive producer
of “Afriscope,” a weekly ra-

See RADIO page 2

Allegheny students learn to make difference in Nicaragua
By COLLEEN PEGHER
Editor-in-Chief
pegherc@allegheny.edu

This coming May, a group
of Allegheny students will
travel to Nicaragua for a 13day immersion experience,
during which they will work
at Project Chacocente, a resettlement project for families who once lived in the
country’s garbage dump. To
raise money for the project,
students will organize their
annual rummage sale, “Gators Give Back”, collecting
items that students no longer
want or need at the end of the
school year.
Prior to their trip, students

learn about recent events in
Nicaraguan history, the culture and social issues facing
Nicaraguans today, particularly those without healthcare.
Interested students are asked
to submit an application for
the Experiential Learning
(EL) trip, and participants are
selected following interviews.
The EL seminar is taught by
Michaeline Shuman, director
of the career education office
and Kirsten Peterson, the prehealth and pre-education adviser. It began in 2007 through
the collaborative efforts of
Shuman and Dave Roncolato,
the director of community
service and service-learning
for the college.

Shuman, a former member
of the Peace Corps, was inspired by her own experience
in working with the Nicaragua EL and the Gators Give
Back Rummage Sale.
“Before I served in the
Peace Corps, I did a volunteer
vacation in Guatemala to sort
of test the waters,” said Shuman. “In that time, I saw how
wasteful we are. We jump in
our car and go to Walmart to
get one thing and come out
with 20. Being in the Peace
Corps made me think about
how we can reuse and recycle
materials more efficiently. “
Following the inaugural
trip in 2007, students felt inspired to do more, which led

to the idea of holding the
rummage sale. In the spring,
boxes are placed in dorms to
collect items that Allegheny
students wish to discard. After the items are collected,
they are sold at the rummage
sale to members of the Meadville community.
“Members of the community count on that sale to buy
their families clothes for the
year,” Shuman said. “There are
members of local non-profits
who come to buy for people
who have been displaced
from housing.”
The sale is typically held at
a local church two days before
graduation. In recent years,
the sale has been held at Stone
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A group of Allegheny students who were a part of the Nicaraguan EL
Trip in 2012

Church. Ninety percent of
the proceeds are donated to
Project Chacocente, and 10

percent is given to local non-

See EL page 2
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dio program on Chicago
public radio. He also spent
years contributing analyses,
commentaries and essays to
WBEZ-FM, Chicago’s public
radio, particularly on Worldview. In 2002, he created
Good Evening Africa, an African arts showcase of music,
comedy, poetry, storytelling
and conversation held before
an audience.
Ibe’s interest in storytelling
dates back to his childhood.
“I had already grown up as
a young boy loving stories,” he
said.
Ibe recalls crawling to the
feet of his late grandfather
and other friends, in a village
of southern Nigeria, to listen
to tales in their native language, Igbo. Tales about the
rights of passage to manhood,
struggles as newly married
men trying to support their
lives and the journeys made
to faraway towns as petty cash
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merchants all drew Ibe’s full
attention.
Not only was Ibe absorbed
in the stories he heard, he
wanted to share these experiences with his peers. Ibe persuaded and gathered his peers
and retold the tales he heard,
thus earning the nickname,
“Oji onu ibeya,” which translates to “the one who reports
on behalf of others,” foreshadowing his career to come.
“Having grown up like that
as a little boy from age seven,
graduating from high school
and finding an opportunity to
work in radio, that was a perfect way,” he said.
Ibe chose to study in the
United States to avoid the
long wait to enter a Nigerian
institution of higher learning. He obtained a bachelor’s
degree in communications at
CSU in Ohio and a master’s
degree in journalism from
Ohio University. Upon gradu-

ation, he ventured into different fields of communications
including print journalism in
newspaper and magazines,
but Ibe was always drawn to
radio broadcasting.
“Your job as a communication major is to tell stories,”
said Ibe. “By listening and
appreciating different stories,
you will know how to tell it
better, just like a good writer
is a good reader. Listen to stories and listen to people, they
will enrich you more than you
realize,” Ibe said.
Ibe enjoys the color behind
audio reporting, describing it
as emotions and music that
transcends from the voice.
He believes that no other medium can empower people in
the way audio does.
Ibe hopes to inspire and
motivate people to pursue
storytelling, the telling, listening and pulling stories out of
people.

“Losing Spanish” finalist for prize
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By CHRISTINA BRYSON
Junior Editor
brysonc@allegheny.edu
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Max Lindquist,’14, participated in the Nicaraguan EL in 2012.

profits.
Shuman described the
wide variety of items donated
by students, including mini
refrigerators, unworn clothes,
school supplies and more
than 500 pounds of canned
food.
“We’re talking a lot of stuff.
If you think about three of
the Wise Center blue courts,
that’s how much stuff we’re
talking about,” Shuman said.
Hillary
Fenrich,
’14,
worked to establish a “free
store” in Carr Hall, inspired
by her time in Nicaragua and
work with Gators Give Back.
“In my [environmental
science] Junior Seminar, I
worked with a few of my peers
to develop the Free Store located in the Carr Hall lounge.
Essentially, this space is like a
thrift store – but everything
is free,” said Fenrich. “Donations are taken year-round
and it’s audience is mainly
college students and the faculty. However, at the end of
the school year, the remaining
items are donated to the GGB
sale to give back to the community.”
Fenrich described the experience on the 2012 Nicaragua trip as life-changing.
“Volunteering in Nicaragua opened up my eyes to a
number of things: the negative correlation between the
amount of stuff in life and
happiness levels, international social injustices, sustainable
and unsustainable manners to
offer assistance, the downfalls
of even offering “assistance”
as if I have more to give than
they,” said Fenrich.
Students who traveled to
Nicaragua in 2012 not only
praised the educational value
of trip, but also recalled the
experience of bonding with
the people they met.
Erica Bryson, ’15, took
away a new understanding of
Nicaraguan culture through
the time she spent with the
people there.
“I loved every minute of
my experience; however, I
would have to say that sharing
American dance moves with
the Nicaraguan community,
like the cat daddy and the
wop, and in return, learning
their dance moves is my fa-
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Cyril Ibe, communications professor at Central State University and well known radio broadcaster, prepares to demonstrate how to collect soundbites to the multimedia class on Feb. 19.

vorite memory,” said
Bryson. “I think it is remarkable how certain elements of
culture are truly universal, including dance and laughter.”
Bryson also plans on incorporating her experience
on the trip into her senior
project.
“From my experience in
Nicaragua I have developed
a greater interest in public
health and disparities around
the world,” said Bryson. “I
am hoping that my senior
comp will be focused on the
health determinants that have
negatively impacted the rural
health in Nicaragua.”
Courtney Morando, another member of the group
who traveled to Nicaragua in
2012, says that the trip played
a prominent role in shaping
her future ambitions and gave
her a deeper appreciation for
other cultures.
“The EL trip was so influential, eight of us returned
the following year for spring
break,” said Morando. “Participating in this EL trip made
me realize how important it
is to travel abroad and experience new cultures. Even if
there is a language barrier, it
is amazing to see the connections you can still make with
that people.”
Fenrich, Bryson, Morando
and Shuman, encourage students to get involved with Gators Give Back, even if they
are not going to Nicaragua.
“All students should contribute some of the belongings that they otherwise
would throw away and come
down to check out the sale,”
said Bryson.
Gators Give Back will begin collecting items later this
spring. The sale will be held at
Stone Church on May 8 and 9,
prior to graduation.
Former students involved
in the EL trip and Gators Give
Back hope that it will continue well into the future.
Fenrich credits Shuman
and Peterson for providing
students with a program that
inspires its participants.
“It gets into your head and
you just can’t get it out.”

Soledad Caballero, associate professor of English,
was selected as a finalist for
her poem “Losing Spanish”
in The Missouri Review’s
Jefferey E. Smith Editor’s
Prize. Her poem will be featured as ‘Poem of the Week’
in the upcoming months.
“I haven’t written poetry consistently,” said Caballero. “This is my most
recent go-round and it
was kind of surprise.”
“Losing Spanish” is a
piece of an ongoing collection of poetry that Caballero has been working on for
years. It explores the Pinochet dictatorship in Chile,
while also being set in Oklahoma. “This is a long kind of
pet project of mine I’ve been
working on and off for many
years. It’s a collection of poetry that I hope to finish at
some point, though there’s
no urgency,” said Caballero.
Caballero spent her childhood in Chile, leaving the
country at the age of seven
during the midst of the Pinochet regime in 1980. Her
personal experience in the
country is separate from
the narrative of her poetry.
“I don’t have any personal
connection to this particular
story. I know family mem-
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bers who were affected, but I my students. It ended up bewas too young,” said Cabal- ing a pretty nice connection.”
lero. “For whatever reason
This semester she is teachI’ve been writing about be- ing English 200, FS English
ing a kid living in Oklahoma 201 Vampire Literature and
and kind of being both in an interdisciplinary course
that space and having other on cognitive humanities
memories of living in a differ- with Aimee Knupsky, associent country. The period I end ate professor of psychology.
up focusing on a lot is the PiKnupsky and Caballero
nochet years so I kind of jux- received a 10,000 dollar grant
tapose this little girl living in from the Great Lakes ColOklahoma, not remembering leges Association to develop
that she had family in this sort a class and explore a new area
of dictatorship.” Caballero has of research. The two chose
been a professor at Allegheny to develop a class combinsince 2002. She liked the idea ing the arts and sciences.
of a liberal arts college, hav“We are both passionate
ing not
about
attended
the reone herlation“This is my most reself. Caship
cent go-round and it
ballero
b e was kind of surprise.”
received
t we e n
Soledad Caballero
her bacht h e
Associate Professor of English
e l or’s
a r t s
degress
a n d
from Appalachian State sciences,” said Knupsky.
University and her mas“At the birth of scientific
ter’s and doctorate de- era, there was a dynamic
grees from Tufts University. and creative exchange across
“I like that I get to develop these areas. Scientists wrote
new classes,” she said. “I like poetry in their lab books,
that I get to meet and have artists attended science lecface to face time with my tures to incorporate ideas
students. I like that I get to into their work. We wanted to
know my students as people develop a course that would
and not just in a big lecture consider what that relationor a huge institution. I have ship would be like and how
a lot of autonomy in my own it might be revisited today.”
work, so I like that I can move
The
two
professors
in directions that are inter- had talked about these isesting to me or interesting to sues on previous occasions
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and were excited to receive
the opportunity to pursue the course together.
“Team teaching is a rare
opportunity. This is the first
time I have had the chance
to try it. It has been the
most rewarding experience
of my teaching at Allegheny so far,” said Knupsky.
The
course
specifically
combines
literature and science to
provide a thorough understanding of human emotion.
“This class will examine
humanistic and empirical
concepts of affect, emotion,
and ‘the passions.’ Beginning
in the 18th century with philosophers and writers and
moving into modern research,
we will explore the methods
and models of various perspectives on how we express
and regulate feeling,” according to the class description.
“So far, the class has some
difficult concepts that do not
necessarily have a right or
wrong answer, but it is so interesting to see the different
models presented from the
synthesis of humanities and
cognitive science,” said Liz
Hawk, ’15. “I would say that
since I am a psychology major,
it really brings some new perspectives into my repertoire.”
Caballero and Knupsky have hopes that this
class will be offered again
in the years to come.
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Sayer, who’s been in Meadville quite a while and knows
Meadville very well, was there
too. He [Prince] said ‘just talk
to me about the project, what
you’re thinking and I’m going
to sketch.’”
The design was born from
that conversation. On the bottom left side there is a zipper,
which was invented in Meadville. It is unzipping as if it unlocks the other stories in the
drawing. The channel lock,
which is one of the main tool
companies that still exists in
Meadville becomes the roof of
the house in the drawing. The
door of the house echoes the
name of the conference: The
Story Next Door. The people
appearing there represent the
Meadville community and
all the stories that are bottled
in them. The photographer
stands for the students who
are getting out and getting
stories of the community.
Prince wants students
from the journalism class to
engage in the process of creating the t-shirts. It is an opportunity to work with an actual
artist and it would also help
students learn an important
concept.
“I think that what it does is

that it goes against this whole
idea that you always have to
go outside of yourself to get
something done,” said Prince.
“What I really hope to show
with this project with the students is to show the self sufficiency that many times we
have the things and the ability
to do stuff because it is already
in the store house, it’s already
conceptually here.”
This is not the first project
Prince has done that integrates different departments
of the college with art. He is
planning a conference called
Combat Paper for the next
fall semester with Alexis Hart,
an associate professor at the
English department and the
director of writing.
The idea of the Combat
Paper project is to pulp military uniforms and turn them
into paper that would be used
to create artwork or literature about war and its effects.
People creating the paper,
artwork and literature are either veterans or people close
to them. Prince and Hart are
working with Allegheny College to bring a group of these
people here.
“[The aim of this is to] look
at this idea of war and what

does war mean to our society
and look at war and its effects
upon the community,” Prince
said.
It was Hart who came up
with the idea.
“I had known about the
Combat Paper project,” Hart
said, “and when I came to
Allegheny, I started talking
to Steve Prince. He told me
about a project he had done.
He had done a bust that was
of a veteran for a building in
Richmond. He had been telling me about how wonderful
it was to work with the military community and for the
military community and how
appreciative they are.”
Seeing his enthusiasm,
Hart suggested the idea of
the conference to Prince, and
the more they discussed it the
more it grew. About thirty
artists and guest speakers will
come next fall semester to Allegheny College as part of that
conference.
Prince does all of these
activities besides his teaching duties. He teaches an intro drawing class and he has
also created a free class that is
open to the community.
John
Christie-Searles,
professor of political sci-

ence, black studies and global
health studies, attends the
Saturday class regularly. He’s
always been interested in arts
and taking this class is a continuation about an interest he
has.
“I am very happy that this
has been offered and that
there is a welcoming aspect
to joining in a community
throughout,” Christie-Searles
said. “Professor Prince has
allowed me to view art in yet
another way schematically,
mechanically as far as how my
body works when I draw. He
has enforced the intellectual
aspect of what art is about.”
This free class takes place
every Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. People attending
this class do not have to have
any previous experience in
drawing. All they need is 18
inches by 24 inches newsprint
pads, pencils or charcoals and
erasers. If people just want to
come to give it a try or don’t
have the materials, there are
supplies available on the site
that are given to participants.
Prince’s aim is to offer people
from the community and on
campus an opportunity to enjoy the process of drawing.
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CRIME BLOTTER
Feb. 21, 2014
North Village B Building
A group of unknown suspects and one student attempted to take a tree from
the Campus Center and when approached verbalized obscenities and gestures.
Feb. 22, 2014
Montgomery Gym
Student being investigated for underage drinking.
Feb. 22, 2014
Baldwin Hall
Underage intoxicated student purposely damaged water fountain in college
residence.
Feb. 22, 2014
Allegheny Street (entrance of Lot #2)
Student publicly urinating.
Feb. 22, 2014
434 Park Avenue
Student being investigated for underage drinking and transported to the
hospital.
Feb. 23, 2014
Campus Center
Unknown subject stole an instrument from a display case.

ASG UPDATES
Autumn Vogel has assumed the role of Vice President of ASG.
ReproCO has committed to inclusivity by adding the Commitment to Inclusivity into their constitution.
Presidents and Treasurers pre-budget meetings March 5 at 7 p.m. and March 27
at 6 p.m.
ASG is working on internal improvement and would love to hear suggestions.
Email them to asg@allegheny.edu.

5386

Box 12, Allegheny College
520 N. Main St.
EVENTS CALENDAR
Playshop Theatre: “Wedding Band,” by Alice Childress, directed by Beth
Watkins
Friday through Saturday, February 28-March 1, 8 p.m.; Sunday, March 2, 2:30
p.m.; Gladys Mullenix Black Theatre
For more information, visit the Playshop Theatre website. To purchase tickets,
call the box office at 332-3414. This event is part of the college’s Year of Civil
Rights programming.
Young Fems Production of “The Vagina Monologues”
Friday, February 28, 8 p.m., Arter Little Theatre
Tickets are $3. Ten percent of the proceeds go to the V-Day Spotlight Campaign to help end violence against women and 90 percent goes to Women’s
Services of Meadville.
Hypnotist Dale K
Friday, February 28, 9:30 p.m., Shafer Auditorium
Come see Dale K hypnotize your fellow students in this GAP-sponsored event.
Delta Tau Delta Dance Party
Friday, February 28, 10 p.m., Schultz Banquet Hall
Put on your luau gear and get tropical with Delta Tau Delta. This is an alcoholfree event, and you will need a student ID to enter.
Concert: “The French Connection”
Saturday, March 1, 7:30 p.m., First Presbyterian Church, 890 Liberty Street
Allegheny student and faculty musicians are teaming up with members of the
First Presbyterian Church for a free concert of music by French composers.
Quidditch
Saturday, March 1, 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., Wise Center
Join Dumbledore’s Army for a game of Quidditch on Blue Court #4.
Sex-Ed Fest
Saturday, March 1, 10 p.m. to midnight, Campus Center lobby
ReproCo sponsors this event, with food, games and fun along with information
about safe sex, consent, STIs and sex-positivity.
JaDE Benefit Concert for the Crawford County Special Olympics
Sunday, March 2, 7 p.m., Shafer Auditorium
Admission is free for this family-friendly show, but donations are welcome. All
donations will go to the Crawford County Special Olympics.
Screening of “Spies of Mississippi”
Monday, March 3, noon, Quigley Auditorium
The Center for Political Participation will show this documentary by Dawn
Porter, who will be speaking at Allegheny on Wednesday. The film tells the
story of a state-sponsored campaign in Mississippi in 1964 to defeat the Civil
Rights Movement.
Spring Leadership Series: “Kiss, Bow or Shake Hands? The Role of Communication in Cross-Cultural Leadership”
Tuesday, March 4, 12:30 p.m., Campus Center 301/302
Jenny Kawata will lead this session. Spaces are limited and lunch will be provided. Sign up today by emailing mpeters@allegheny.edu.
Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper
Tuesday, March 4, 5 p.m., Campus Center lobby
Festivities will include games, beads, masks, door prizes and a magic show by
Eric Conners ’16.
Ash Wednesday Service
Wednesday, March 5, 4:30 p.m., Ford Chapel
Chaplain Jane Ellen Nickell will offer reflections on staying close to God during
Lent, with additional leadership by Catholic Campus Minister Fr. Marc Solomon and Professor Elizabeth Ozorak.
Screening and Talk by Dawn Porter, director of “Gideon’s Army”
Wednesday, March 5, 5:30 p.m., Vukovich Center for Communication Arts
The documentary “Gideon’s Army” follows three young public defenders in
the Deep South during their daily mission to counsel hundreds of defendants
through the strained criminal justice system. The screening at 5:30 will be followed by a talk by Dawn Porter. This event is part of the college’s Year of Civil
Rights programming.
Single Voice Reading Series: Gerry LaFemina and Amanda Reynolds
Thursday, March 6, 7 p.m., Tillotson Room of the Tippie Alumni Center
Gerry LaFemina is the author of 11 books of poems, prose poems and fiction.
Allegheny alumna Amanda Reynolds is the author of a book of poems, “Heinz
56,” as well as a chapbook, “Degrees of Separation.”

Campus Writers Meetings every Monday at
8 p.m. in Campus Center room 306.
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Editor: What Allegheny
Greek life gave me

An enriching and bonding experience
By REBECCA FOX
Opinion Editor
foxr@allegheny.edu

We go to a small school.
Between different articles,
anonymous posting on social
media and spread of word, the
constant debate regarding the
nature of Allegheny’s Greek
life is not new. As a sophomore involved in Greek life, I
can whole-heartedly say it has
been one of my best decisions
that I made while at Allegheny.
In just one short year, Greek
life has provided me with leadership and service opportunities, strong bonds with my sisters, who are now some of my
best friends and a strong new
connection with my mother.
While, I understand Greek
life is not for everyone, I
don’t believe any organization on campus deserves
constant bashing. I am not
writing this piece to attack
one stance over another. As
one of the many members
of the Greek community at
Allegheny, I simply want to
share my Greek life story.
The positions that I’ve held
within my sorority have given
me a new confidence that I
use in different situations everyday. Last semester, I filled
in for a sister abroad as Panhel
delegate. This position gave
me the opportunity to work
with other members of different sororities across campus.
When our chapter elections came up, I couldn’t
wait to become a more involved member of our chapter. Throughout my alumnae
chair position, and like many
other similar positions in
other chapters, I help maintain strong relationships with
our alumnae by collaborating with our public relations
chair. Since I am interested
in a job that requires strong
communication skills, where
better to learn than with my
very own support system

of past and current sisters?
I not only get to build leadership skills, but also participate in service. Throughout
the year, our chapter plans different events with all proceeds
going to different causes.
Yes I know. You can get leadership and service opportunities in about every single club
and organization on campus,
so what truly distinguishes
Greek life from some of the
other organizations I’m in?
I have over fifty sisters
walking around campus every single day. Sometimes
I end up working out next
to them at the Wise Center,
eating with them at Brooks,
or spending countless hours
with them goofing around
in a McKinley’s booth eating
chips and queso and watching funny YouTube videos.
Within a year, these woman are not only my sisters, but
some of them are the most
loyal, genuine, and weirdest
friends that I have ever had.
When I am having my weekly
meltdown about my courses
this semester (which is quite
a common thing at Allegheny), they are only one text
away. They give me support
when its 1 a.m. and I’m stuck
in the Campus Center, deliriously writing a paper that
I should have started weeks
ago. They let me shower and
camp out in their dorm room
when Brooks and Walker
had the gas leak and I had
nowhere to go for hours.
These women are my sisters, my support system and
my home away from home. I
couldn’t imagine my Allegheny experience without them.
But Greek life is still more
than that to me. It’s different than some clubs because
it’s more than just four years.
It’s a lifelong connection. I
know this because my mother went to Allegheny and
was part of the same chap-

ter that I am now a part of.
During my initiation last
year, my mother came up
and surprised me during the
ceremony, and from that moment, my connection with my
mother grew. Once I was initiated, she shared her experiences at Allegheny with me.
Last fall, my mother and
some of the women in her
pledge class returned to campus, and the way they acted
mirrored that of my pledge
class now. They have inside
jokes, funny memories and
carried on like they never
left Allegheny. But here’s
the thing: my mom and her
friends hadn’t seen one another in ten to fifteen years,
but you would never know.
That’s the thing about Greek
life at Allegheny. It really is
different from other schools.
With my high school friends
attending school all over the
country, I’ve had the privilege
to hear about Greek life on
other campuses. After hearing
stories, I am so glad I chose to
go Greek at Allegheny. For
example, I know people that
are part of the Greek system
in southern states such as
Alabama and Florida, and
their chapters can be as large
as 300 active sisters. At larger
colleges like this, I feel like
it’s a different environment.
If Greek life isn’t for you,
that’s understandable, but for
me, it has enriched my life in
ways I could have never anticipated. Just last week, my sister helped me with the seemingly never ending process
of internship applications.
So why am I in Greek life? I
do it for the leadership skills,
the service hours I’m putting
in, but most importantly, I do
it for the bonds between my
sisters and I that will continue
well beyond my college years.
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ReproCo: Just the Tips
Should you fake an orgasm?
By CASSANDRA DELLAS
Contributing Writer
dellasc@allegheny.edu

To fake it or not to fake it, that is the question.
Having an orgasm is a wonderful experience. But for many women (and men!),
reaching that mounty-peak can be a difficult experience with a long term partner and
even more difficult with casual hookups.
If you’re enjoying the company of a partner and realize that your orgasm isn’t imminent and want to spare your partner’s feelings or are at the point that you want it to
end, the question of whether it’s better to fake it or not arises.
If you plan on having sex with your partner again, I would suggest not faking it for
the sake of future sexual experience. While it might be helpful in the moment, in the
long run it will be more beneficial to stop your partner and either let them know what
they can do different or that you should maybe try again later.
This might seem like a difficult conversation to have but by sparing your partner’s
feelings now, a larger argument may happen later because you were not being truthful. It will also be beneficial to you to be honest so that your partner does not have a
false sense of what you like. By being honest, he/she can avoid certain moves that are
not pleasurable and then focus on something that can be beneficial to the both of you.
If you do not plan on having sex with this particular partner again or just do not
care about future experiences with them, then faking an orgasm may actually be the
better option. Because let’s face it, maybe you’re too tired to have a conversation with
your partner. Maybe you’re with your regular partner but just have a meeting in the
morning or want to get on with your day.
In any case, if you feel that you really would like to fake an orgasm then don’t feel
ashamed of not actually reaching it. Not every sexual experience has to end in an
orgasm anyway. Although reaching that point is the reason that many people engage
in sexual activities, it can also be enjoyable to just allow your body to experience sex
without the pressure to orgasm. Every body is different and needs to be treated as
such.
The bottom line is that if you really want to fake it, fake it. It is your sexuality and
you should not feel judged because you want to fake an orgasm or two. Just try and
take precautions so that you are not faking your orgasms simply for the sake of your
partner and forgo any potential enjoyment yourself.
Sex and pleasure should be mutual and you should not be continuously sacrificing
your pleasure for the sake of your partners (unless that’s what you’re into, of course).
As always, stay safe with all of your sexual endeavors and don’t forget to join ReproCo this Saturday at our late night event, Sex (ed) Fest!

Body image in the
media today matters
By AMANDA SPADARO
Science Editor
spadaroa@allegheny.edu

It’s a shame that not many
people know that this week
(Feb. 23 to Mar. 1) is National
Eating Disorder Awareness
Week. Few people also realize that the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental
Health classifies eating disorders as mental illness. Eating
disorders also have the highest mortality rate of all mental
illnesses.
One of the most significant issues is making sure
that the media understand
the responsibility they have
in molding our society. According to the National Eating Disorders Association,
almost 70 percent of elementary school girls think that
magazines contribute to their
concepts of the ideal body.
Only two percent of women in the United States have
the body type that is portrayed in the media, like lingerie and underwear models.
The media’s messages, which
surround us daily, alter the
way we view ourselves in
comparison with an idealized
society.
According to NEDA, al-

most half of first- to thirdgraders wish they could be
thinner and more than 80
percent of 10-year-olds fear
getting fat. Twenty million
women will suffer from an
eating disorder during some

“

6 out of 10 teenage
girls say that
comparing
themselves to models
in the media makes
them feel insecure
about their bodies.
National
Eating
Disorder
Association

“

4

stage of their lives, as NEDA
states.
A common misconception is that only women suffer from eating disorders, but
men do as well. NEDA refers
to “a silent epidemic,” the fact
that men have a harder time
seeking proper treatment. Ten
million men will suffer from
clinically significant disordered eating.

While women typically
wish to be skinny, men with
eating disorders usually aim
to gain muscle, due to societal ideals. However, eating
disorders are often difficult to
recognize in men. Our society
thinks nothing of obsessively
going to the gym, even applauds it.
We need to analyze how
our media act as the root of a
number of contemporary issues, not just eating disorders.
Consider that these 30 million people who are that suffer with eating disorders are
important to somebody.
Consider that society
largely undervalues seeking
proper treatment for mental
illness and underestimates the
role we all have in upholding
these unrealistic ideals.
Essentially, we as a society
need to re-evaluate what we
consider valuable. Is physical
appearance more important
than the person behind that?
Is skinny better than healthy?
And when do we throw that
away and learn to be happy
with every great thing that
our bodies are rather than
what they’re not?

THE SIMPLE THINGS

COMIC by JONATHAN YEE
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Paulson publishes disordered eating research

Research studies effects of perfectionism and exercise on eating
By AMASA SMITH
Junior Photo Editor
smitha@allegheny.edu

For Allegheny College
professor Lauren Paulson,
studying eating disorders is
nothing new. In January 2014,
her article titled “Effects of
perfectionism and exercise on
disordered eating in college
students” was published in
the journal titled Eating Behaviors. Paulson investigates
disordered eating, the unhealthy behaviors which are
the precursors to eating disorders, and the links between
perfectionism and exercise in
college students.
A lifelong resident of western Pennsylvania, Paulson attended Edinboro University
of Pennsylvania. She intended
to pursue a career in nursing;
however, two years into her
undergraduate studies she
changed majors.
“I had some issues with
bodily fluid,” said Paulson
laughing, “[Nursing] just
wasn’t for me. I also knew I
wanted to work with people
and help people, but I just
found a different route to do
that.”
That is when she found
psychology, receiving a bachelor’s degree in psychology
and master’s degree in counseling from Edinboro.
Paulson worked as a licensed professional counselor and clinical director for
10 years before receiving her
doctorate in counselor education from Duquesne University. As part of her doctoral
program, Paulson taught a
clinical psychology course at
Allegheny College as a visiting adjunct professor, and

after her graduation in 2009,
she was asked to stay on full
time as a visiting professor.
“I’ve been here ever since,”
said Paulson. Now, she is an
assistant professor of psychology in the psychology department.
“I love Allegheny because
it’s a small, private, liberal arts
college. It’s really dedicated to
teaching excellence. I think
the college is committed to
the students,” she said.
As a lifelong athlete, Paulson has always had an interest
in eating disorders.
“I understand the pressures that are faced by athletes
and the pressure to have the
ideal body.”
Her research on eating
disorders in athletes began
while working on her master’s
degree. This research track
continued and manifested in
her recently published article,
“Effects of perfectionism and
exercise on disordered eating
in college students.”
She conducted this research using a sample of 314
Allegheny students.
“I examined the dimensions of perfectionism and
types of exercise as predictors of disordered eating,”
said Paulson. “College students engage in this type of
behavior [unhealthy weight
control] which is what we call
disordered eating, so these
are people who are at risk of
developing eating disorders.
That’s why I’m interested in
disordered eating because I
think we can intervene.”
Paulson worked on this
project with assistance from
professor of psychology Patricia Rutledge and student, Liza
Cooper, ’09.

“I got involved in this project because of my statistical
expertise and also because of
my interest in the health behaviors of college students,”
said Rutledge.
She assisted Paulson with
analyzing the complex data as
well as helping with some of
the literature reviews.
“Dr. Paulson is a great colleague. It always is rewarding
to work with others on interesting research projects,” Rutledge said.
Paulson still pursues clinical work in addition to teaching and hopes to do more
research about disordered
eating and explore the associations between perfectionism
and exercise and look at how
eating disorders affect men.
She is currently continuing work on her other track of
research analyzing issues that
rural mental health workers
and connecting these isolated
workers through technology.
As a professor at Allegheny, Paulson teaches clinical psychology, abnormal
psychology and has taught a
course about the psychology
of women.
Her research assistant,
Cooper, spoke to Paulson’s
skills as a teacher.
“Dr. Paulson is really an
eclectic individual—she came
to Allegheny with a wealth of
clinical experience, and that’s
probably what drew me towards her.” Cooper said.
It was a great experience
for her to get to work along
side Paulson on this research
project and great preparation
for her comp, according to
Cooper.
“I have a deep respect for
Dr. Paulson and jumped at the

AMASA SMITH/THE CAMPUS
Lauren Paulson, professor of psychology at Allegheny College, recently published an article in the journal
Eating Behaviors that studied disordered eating behaviors in college students.

opportunity to help her with
this endeavor,” said Cooper.
“She was not only a professor
but my role model and mentor throughout college.”
In her spare time, Paulson
enjoys spending time with her
husband and two dogs. She

and her husband are in the
process of going on a backpacking trip in each state.
Their next trip is to Utah.
Her words of advice to
those interested in going into
the field of psychology are to
take advantage of as many op-

portunities as possible.
“It’s important to be curious and ask questions. Get
involved as much as you can,”
Paulson said.
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Lego movie
entertains
all ages
By SAM STEPHENSON
News Editor
stephensons@allegheny.edu

Directors Phil Lord and
Christopher Miller told a surprisingly riveting story laced
with classic one-liners in the
recent box office hit “Lego
Movie.” The director duo and
the genius’ behind “Cloudy
With a Chance of Meatballs”
put together an unbelievable
star studded cast and put up
more than $180 million domestically in three weekends
in theatres.
With a cast ranging from
Chris Pine, Morgan Freeman,
to a Star Wars cameo with Anthony Daniels and Billy Dee
Williams playing C-3PO and
Lando Calrissian respectively,
to Jonah Hill, Will Forte, Will
Ferrell and so many others,
every minor and main character was played by a household name. This incredibly
strong cast and great story led
to a very successful and witty
story of a young man finding
belief in himself to save the
universe.
Throughout the film, “Lego
Movie” stays true to its name
using classic Legos in every
scene to bring nostalgia to every Lego builder out there, old
and young. From the timeless
Lego fire pieces to the basic
blocks, the Lego corporation
definitely has such a following that it has the ability to
use general Legos that to hit a
special place in the hearts of
the casual and master builder.
The film also does an excellent job incorporating
pop culture from different
generations into the story to
acquire the attention of the
older siblings or parents of
the clear main audience of 12
and under kids. For example,
the Star Wars cameo was brilliantly played not just by using original voices, but the
casual “All they did was play
space checkers” line for the
avid Star Wars fan. Not only
that, Liam Neeson playing
one of the main antagonists
being defeated by Batman
is a clear reference to “Batman Begins” where Christian
Bale’s Batman defeats Ra’s al
Ghul, played by Neeson.
The hilarious one liners
throughout the movie are
not only in good taste, but
induce quite a bit of laughter.
The film still remains atop the
February box office with $31
million. With a 96 percent
rating, topping Disney’s major animated movie “Frozen”
by 12 percent, on the critic
website Rotten Tomatoes, the
film’s impressive animation
and direction were a clear
success.
Though the plot is quite
predictable, Ferrell’s jovial
personality as the antagonist
brought back memories of his
“Elf ” days with a combination
of a much more satirical “Toy
Story” type of imagination
and fun.
Topically, the story is
about Emmett Brickowski
(Chris Pine), a generic Lego
construction worker who
finds out he is the chosen one,
known in the film as the Special, who must embark across
Lego realms in order to stop
President Business (Will Ferrell) from using the Kraggle,
a type of superglue, to freeze
all Legos into perfect order.
Emmett is supported by his
love interest WyldStyle (Elizabeth Banks) and other Master
Builders like Batman (Will
Forte), Green Lantern (Jonah
Hill), the 2002 NBA all-star
team, Wonder Woman (Co-

bie Smulders), Superman,
(Channing Tatum) and most
importantly, Vitruvius (Morgan Freeman).
Looking at this film with
a more critical lens, the filmmakers are clearly taking a
stab at the ridiculousness of
the routine and unquestionable reliance on a consumer
culture. The movie opens with
Emmett following instructions on how to do everyday
things from using brand name
items to the morning, watching the very generic sitcom
before work, to singing the
generic and catchy pop song
“Everything is Awesome.”
It isn’t just Emmett in this
culture, however, it his entire
city of Bricksburg that falls
into the unquestionable consumer culture. The story does
not make this subtle with
having the antagonist named
President Business, a character who wants his constituents
to never question anything
he does by producing mainstream ideals and forcing
people to follow him through
his machine built thugs called
Micro Managers. Even at the
end of the movie President
Business says he never “got a
special trophy just for showing up.” The main idea of the
film is not designed to be
complicated, but it has a powerful meaning that has many
parallels in everyday life.
Emmett’s character is
laughed at by his co-workers
for being plain, simple, and
unimaginative. Even when
WyldStyle and Vitruvius
venture into Emmett’s mind,
Vitruvius makes a sly remark
about how prodigiously empty Emmett’s mind is.
When Emmett loses his
instruction guide to everyday
life and is forced to improvise on his quest, he raises
the question, “What do I do?
I don’t have my instructions!”
The protagonist and arguable
most relatable character in the
story is then forced to improvise and learn how to believe
in himself in order to become
a Master Builder, someone
who can build incredible Lego
creations without the use of
instructions, and defeat President Business.
As the film ends, the
“fourth wall” of the story is
broken when Will Ferrell
himself is noted as the builder
of the entire Lego reality the
movie revolves in. The plot
thickens when it becomes
understood that Will Ferrell
represents President Business and Ferrell’s son is trying to stop his dad from gluing the characters to specific
spots. It seems as if Ferrell is
building a frozen reality and
he doesn’t understand that
the joy of Legos comes from
building new and imaginative
things instead of gluing them
together simply for visual enjoyment.
Lego has already confirmed with Warner Bros.
studios that a sequel will be
released Memorial Weekend
of 2017.
An animated film with
a predictable plot may, for
some, be scoffed away simply
for that description. But this
reviewer would urge anyone
and everyone to see this film
for 100 minutes of enjoyment, nostalgia and a surprisingly thought provoking story
that anyone in the Allegheny
Community would enjoy.
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Up ‘till Dawn hosts annual fundraiser

CAITIE McMEKIN/THE CAMPUS
Kara Reffit ‘14, president of Allegheny’s Up ‘til Dawn club, which is an orginization that raises money for St. Judes Children’s hospital, sits at
the sign in table for the club’s letter writing event on Feb. 26, 2014.

CAITIE McMEKIN/THE CAMPUS
Many professors offered extra credit for writing letters at the Up ‘till
Dawn event. Another incentive was the prize raffle and free food.

CAITIE McMEKIN/THE CAMPUS
Many members of the Allegheny community wrote letters to their
friends and family asking for donations on Feb. 26, 2014.

ASK CHOMPERS

Your questions, his answers
Dear Chompers,

Dear Living with pigs,

I live in an on campus house this
year and its been great, however
to say the cleaning responsibilities
are distributed unevenly would be
putting it nicely...very nicely. It feels
like I do all of the cleaning around
our house while everyone else just
sits back and watches. I know it
sucks, but I just wish they’d realize
that if we each pitched in, the work
would be a lot easier. Chompers
please help! I’m desperate!

There are many ways to solve this
problem. You could arrange a meeting with your roommates to talk
about the issue and divide the house
chores. Even though initiating those
discussions seems hard, people usually welcome them. If that does not
work, you can always reach out to
the RA of your house. They know
how to deal with these situations.
Houses on campus should be a
space where everyone feels at home.

SINCERELY, living with pigs

SINCERELY, Chompers

Dear Chompers,

Dear productive drinker,

I drink a lot, but I still do well in my
classes and am involved in a couple
of organizations on campus. I arrive
to my classes and meetings on time,
but my friends and sorority sisters
keep saying that I have a problem.
They are super judgmental of me
and I am growing tired of their constant criticism. What should I do to
make them stop talking to me about
my “issue”?

I think you should first appreciate
the fact that you have friends that
care about your well being, however
I also understand that overconcerned peers can be straight up annoying. It might be best to consider
seeking the advice of a councelor
in order to figure out if you might
have a legitimate issue. It is also
important to consider the health
implications of your current drinking habbits.

SINCERELY, productive drinker

SINCERELY, chompers

Have a question? Ask Chompers at https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/6FPC9FQ

AlleghenyCampus.com
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Human chess takes
over campus center

A battle of the brains between faculty and students
By MEGHAN HAYMAN
Junior Photo Editor
haymanm@allegheny.edu

Chess club vice president
and king piece for the student team, Vince Russell ‘15,
was trapped by the newly
appointed queen, English
professor Matthew Ferrence
and the rook, math professor
Chris Lundberg. Plunging
the plastic sword between
arm and side, Russell fell to
the floor, defeated. Physics
professor and king piece, Jamie Lombardi, secured victory for the faculty after an
hour and a half long match
on Sat. Feb. 22 in the campus
center lobby.
Faculty and students took
their places on the chessboard tarp, each adorned
with either plastic crowns of
blue, red, pink and orange,
jester, bishop or red bejeweled hats according to one’s
piece. Each participant was
given T-shirt for the event,
gray for faculty and black
for students, but was not
required to wear them during the game. Students were
dressed in an array of outfits, ranging from Russell’s
Superman onesie to Luke
Smith’s, ’16, short shorts and
white tank top. Most professors took advantage of the
new shirts and wore them
into battle along with plastic swords, daggers and halberds.
Rev. Dr. Jane Ellen Nickell and visiting speaker Rev.
Nancy Wilson, both playing
bishops, wore their stoles
from the clergy.
“It’s my third or fourth
[time],” Nickell said. “This is
the closest I’ll ever get to be a
real bishop. So I enjoy it for a
brief time.”
Wilson, ‘72, is the
equivalent of a bishop in her
church. She was asked by
Nickell to participate to welcome her back into the Allegheny community.
“I’ve never done it. I’ve
never heard of it,” Wilson
said. “This is purely social
and experiential.”
Philosophy
professor
Eric Palmer garnered much
laughter by taping “Just a
pawn in this game of life”
to his back. All costumes
and headwear provided by
the club had been collected
from past chess matches.

														
CAITIE McMEKIN/THE CAMPUS
Jim Fitch, a staff member in ACCEL, talks strategy with his teammates during the human chess game sponsered by the chess club on Feb. 22, 2014 in the Campus Center lobby.
Many of the players were decked out in various chess paraphanalia.

Chess club president Shelby
Rhoades, ’15, purchased some
of the garb last semester for
the fall chess match before it
had been canceled.
The sign up was first come
first serve. The students were
able to fill in a missing spot
with a backup, but the faculty was still missing a pawn.
With no other faculty around
to volunteer, Ferrence’s four
year old son, Jozeph, filled the
available spot.
Ryan Trivus, ’17, a pawn,
was the first to be captured by
a faculty pawn, English professor Michael Crowly. The
students retaliated by taking
Jim Lombardi, another pawn,
soon after. As the game progressed, more players were
eliminated, and soon the
queens, English professor
Susan Slote and Ted Nelson
’16, were head to head. Slote,
carrying a plastic dagger and
already thinning out the opposing team, was stopped by
Nelson when she threatened
his king.
Ferrence relieved his son
of duty as a pawn halfway
through the game, having

already been captured as
a knight. This was his first
time participating in human
chess and originally chose
to be a knight alongside his
colleague, biology professor
Bradley Hersh.
“Chess is a metaphor for…
life and kumquats,” Ferrence
said, in search for a distinguished quote. “Professor
Brad Hersh and I wished to
be some joint group so we are
the knights that say Ni. The
knavish knights. We go by a
lot of terms.”
Things turned for the
worse for Russell and the students, and he soon requested
strategy advice. He offered
Lombardi a draw, but it was
not accepted.
“I made a pretty horrible
blunder at the beginning and
it’s caused us the game,” Russell said. “Unless we can pull
something miraculous off.”
Russell and team members were using the projected
board on a screen behind
them to decide their next
moves while Lombardi and
Palmer were huddled around
a handheld magnetic board.

							
MEGHAN HAYMAN/THE CAMPUS
Faculty and students are dressed and armed to begin the first human chess event of the semester on Feb. 22.

Drew Spaniel, ’14, was in
charge for the second year to
move the pieces on the screen
according to game play. Jennifer Torrance, ’16, was one
of many that helped Spaniel
keep the board in order.
“I’ve had friends who
wanted to do it before,” Tor-

rance said. “It would be a lot
of fun to do something like
that. I’d like to be a knight I
think.”
Spectators from the second floor watched as the
game played on, students and
faculty faked blows and fell to
their knees and pieces on the

screen began to disappear.
For the past several years
Allegheny’s chess club has
organized a human chess
match at least once a semester. Rhoades plans to organize
the event again before the end
of spring to make up for the
cancellation last fall.

Gators celebrate Black History Month

By ANGELA MAROUNI
Co-Features Editer
marounia@allegheny.edu

Every year, America, Canada, and the United Kingdom
dedicate a month to honoring those of African descent
who reside in their nation.
The United Kingdom does
so in October, and America
and Canada do so in February. In honor of Black History
Month, Allegheny’s Association for the Advancement
of Black Culture (ABC) arranged events throughout the
month.
Kellie Lindstrom, ‘17, believes firmly in the importance of Black History Month.
“It’s important because it
educates younger generations

of the adversities trumphed
by African Americans in pursuit of equality,” Lindstrom
said.
Associate Dean and Director of The Center for Intercultural Advancement and
Student Success (CIASS) Kazi
Joshua also emphasized the
importance of celebrating
Black History Month.
“The events were wonderful experiences because they
all really showed some great
perspectives about African
culture today while still addressing the history of black
Americans,” said Warner.
The first event they held was
a presentation on the past
and future of black history by
alumni on Feb. 1. Only two
days later was their second

event, which was the presentation of the movie ‘American
Promise.’ The movie is a documentary spanning over thirteen years of a two African
Americans boys’ growth in a
prestigious private school. It
centers around the struggle of
growing up while surrounded
by issues of race and social
class.
Tim Downing, an alumni
and Human Rights Campaign
worker, came to speak at Allegheny on Feb. 5 and participated in a short question and
answer session. His lecture
centered on the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer
(LGBTQ) community’s rights
as humans and the progress
and setbacks the country has
made on the issue of gaining

those rights.
ABC has also presented
two coffee and tea socials and
general body meetings. The
first coffee and tea social featured karaoke and the second
had an open mic.
ABC’s intention in scheduling the open mic was to
hold an event in a space that
they haven’t used before.
“We have very talented poets, singers, and just talented
people on campus. We wanted them to show their skills so
we could celebrate them,” said
Black History Month Chair
Grace Beah, ‘14.
There was also a jeopardy
tournament, two slam poets,
a separate poetry reading and
a workshop and performance
by Step Afrika!.

Step Afrika! is the
first professional company
dedicated to the art of stepping and their performance
was Beah’s favorite event.
“As the years passed I
hoped they would come back,
but it never happened. Going
into my senior year and being
Black History Month chair I
knew they were something I
wanted to see before I graduated,” said Beah.
Andrew Skelly, ’17, was
also happy to see them perform.
“I’d heard of them a couple
times before, so I was excited
to hear they were coming to
Allegheny.”
One of two annual events,
the Ebony Ball, was held on
Feb. 15.

“More than Actions” was
held by professor Kazi Joshua,
and was a sermon preached in
Ford Chapel on Sunday, Feb.
16.
The other annual event is
the Soul Food Dinner, which
is where ABC makes homecooked meals from foods that
comfort them, whatever those
foods may be, and shares
them with whoever buys a
ticket and comes.
The last event that was held
was a second general body
meeting on Feb. 24 in the
Campus Center, wrapping up
the events for Black History
Month until next year.
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Head coach, Jim Driggs, talks strategy with less than a minute left in the game against Denison Sat. Feb. 22, 2014.

lead with a three pointer
but Denison answered with
one of their own to make it 3130 with 5:31 remaining. The
final three minutes were tense
as both teams kept knocking
down shots. O’Donnell closed
out the Gator scoring in the
half, nailing a three pointer
with two minutes left to make
it 41-35. With a last second
shot, Denison closed out the
half down by one.
Denison took their first
lead of the game with a three
pointer right after intermission. A pair of Big Red free
throws and a three pointer
off a Gator turnover pushed
their advantage to five, their
largest margin in the contest.
With 16:55 remaining, Corona landed a layup in traffic to
tie the game and O’Donnell’s
three pointer put Allegheny
back on top. Another Corona layup jumpstarted an 8-0
scoring run for the Gators,
bookended by Stanko’s final
three of the day to make it 5950.
Continuing the theme of

the day, Denison used a pair
of well-placed shots to narrow the gap to one with nine
remaining. Corona came up
big for the Gators once again,
banking in a shot to make it
72-64 with five remaining.
With two minutes left in the
contest, it looked like a sure
victory for Allegheny, but
Denison used strategic fouling and great rebounding to
bring them to within two with
23 seconds left. Tritto went
to the charity stripe with 20
seconds remaining, sinking
one free throw while missing
the second, putting the score
at 75-72. Corona was able to
corral the loose ball and was
fouled, sending him to the
line with a chance to put the
game away.
Denison was given a second chance when he missed
both shots, but it ultimately
would not matter as a Big
Red free throw bounced out
and Theiss snatched it up
with three seconds remaining before being fouled. He
went one for two from the

line to put Allegheny up by
four and squashed any hopes
Denison still had. The Gator
fans stormed the court as the
buzzer sounded, giving Allegheny the win and ending
their season at 6-19 overall,
3-15 in the NCAA.
“It was the most fun I’ve
ever had on a basketball floor,”
Stanko said after the game.
“The atmosphere was unlike
anything I’ve ever experienced, it was truly electric.”
Theiss agreed, saying that
it was a great way to close out
the season.
“It was amazing,” Theiss
said. “We had great contributions by all the seniors and
given the situation [no playoff
spot], I couldn’t have drawn
up a better way to end my career.”
Coach Driggs said he was
proud his team was able to
end on such a high note.
“I’m happy for the seniors,”
Driggs said. “I thought they
contributed a lot. It was nice
to see them end their careers
with a win. I just care if we
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play well. I wish we didn’t
miss so many free throws but
again we had some guys make
plays. Tritto and Corona had
huge offensive rebounds. I’m
not sure we hang on if we
don’t get those loose balls. “
While the Gators graduate
six seniors, the squad brings
back five players with significant game experience. The
Gators return Josh Valentic,
’15, Brandon Smith, ’15, Evan
Schweitzer, ’16, Evan Zabriski, ’17 and Sam Shepherd, ’17.
According to coach Driggs,
the offseason is crucial for Allegheny to make waves next
year in the NCAC.
“We need guys to take the
off season seriously,” Driggs
said. “We have a lot of very
motivated kids in all aspects
of their lives. Lots of our
guys will have internships this
summer. That’s great and it
is part of their development
as students and people but
they’ve got to find time work
on their game. We have to
come back a year better not
just a year older.”

Q&A: Pat Cole, All-Decade Honoree
By PAT JAMESON
Sports Editor
jamesonp@allegheny.edu

Q: How did you first hear
that you won the award?
A: I was actually in Brooks
having brunch on Friday
morning and one of my
friends on the team, Kevin
Snyder, who works in Sports
Information
Department,
told me. I guess they received
an email to let them know it
was released. He was the first
to know and immediately
texted me so that was really
cool. I didn’t even know the
All Decade Team existed or if
it was a thing so I was pretty
surprised.
Q: Can you talk about what
it means for you to receive
this honor?
A: I was speechless. I wasn’t
really a highly recruited athlete in high school and a lot of
the things I’ve accomplished
I’ve never dreamed of being able to achieve. This was
incredible and my coaches
and I owe all the credit to my
teammates, coaches, and my
parents.
Q: When did you start playing tennis and what made
you fall in love with it?

A: I started playing when I
was four or five. I played tennis, hockey and soccer all of
elementary school. When I
got to high school I decided to
focus on tennis. I don’t know
what it was about it but it was
my favorite of the three and I
fell in love with it. Ever since
then I’ve been playing tennis
full time as my only sport.

the team. The things I’ve had a
chance to compete in and my
awards are all great, but I just
love playing tennis. I don’t feel
like there’s anything I need to
achieve before I graduate.
Whatever happens happens,
I go to practice everyday and
work as hard as I can and just
hope the results go with it. I
just enjoy playing.

Q: What made you decide
to come to Allegheny and
continue your career
here?

Q: What are your plans
post-graduation?

A: I knew I wanted to go
to a small liberal arts school
and the atmosphere was really appealing to me. I visited
and did a few overnights in
schools similar to Allegheny
and went through the whole
recruiting process. I met
with all the coaches and met
the guys on the team. It was
difinately a combination of
the tennis program and the
school. I liked the managerial
economics major they have
here. I did two on campus visits and felt like Allegheny was
the right place for me.
Q: How would you describe
your career at Allegheny?
A: I’ve loved it every step
of the way. Like I said before I
didn’t really come in with any
expectations, I just love tennis
and knew I wanted to be on

A: I’m a managerial economics major and applying
to a bunch of jobs in the business analyst and consulting
fields. The entreupernerial
track is appealing too. I don’t
have anything lined up yet but
I hope to work for a few years
and go to MBA school down
the road and go from there.
Q: What do your team
is looking to accomplish
this
season?
A: Coming into this season I think this is the most
fired up we’ve ever been. We
haven’t graduated seniors
in two years, this will be the
third year in a row, so we’ve
had a really close group of
core guys. I think we’re all really excited. We played Denison in a really close match
last week and that got us really fired up because they’re
a tough team. We’ve never

cracked the top three in the
NCAC and that’s one of our
goals. We play a number of
nationally ranked teams and
one of our goals is to reach the
top ten in our central region.
Those are our specific goals
but we just compete every
single match and like I said,
we play a lot of tough teams.
Anytime we can make it close
or pull off an upset is great.
We’d like to get a chance to do
something like that this year.
Q: Who do you think has
been most instrumental in your success?
A: Well I think it’s really
been everyone. My teammates
have been great and while this
was an award for me, they
were all genuinely happy.
They got me a picture frame
and everyone signed it. It’s
been really easy enjoying being on the team because of my
teammates. Our head coach
has worked hard with me
and helped me get to where I
am today. My parents live in
Michigan and they drive out
to almost all our matches and
have supported me my whole
life. It’s really everything, I
don’t have a specific pinpoint
to one of those but everyone
who is involved has made it
really easy for me to continue
playing tennis and showing
up every day.

The Allegheny softball
team enjoyed a wildly successful season in 2013. After winning the North Coast
Athletic Conference Championship last April, the Gators then won three regional
matchups in the NCAA Division III Tournament before
coming up short one game
before the tournament championship. This season, the Gators return to the diamond
looking to make another run
at the title.
According to Head Coach
Beth Curtiss, the Gators’ will
have to work hard to match
last season’s success.
“The team and coaching staff have high expectations for this year,” said Curtiss. “We have our sights set
on another NCAA Tournament Appearance, but there
is a 40 game schedule and an
NCAC Championship that we
have to conquer first, which
is not an easy task. We have
a very competitive schedule
early in the season.”
All NCAC selection Sadie
Stuart, ’15, says that the team’s
expectations are higher than
ever.
“We were one game away
from moving on to the big
stage so we got a taste of what
going deep into the postseason is like,” said infielder Sadie Stuart, ’15. “We all definitely just want to keep going
on after where we left off last
May.”
Stuart joined teammates
Haylea Hayden, ’14, Caitlin Nealer, ’16, in receiving
NCAA Angola All-Region
Team honors. Last season,
Stuart set a single-season record for homeruns with 11
and was named to the AllNCAC first team. Hayden,
a second team All-NCAC
selection, finished in the top
10 in seven categories, including: walks (24-1st), RBI’s (33
– 3rd), on-base percentage
(.460-4th), runs scored (305th), doubles (13-7th), hits
(44-8th), and batting average
(.352-10th). Nealer set Allegheny single-season records
in appearances (41), innings
(244), and games started (30).
Her 276 strikeouts are the
third most by a Gator pitcher
in a single season.
“We have a really talented
and hard-working group of
girls and we have high expectations,” said Hayden.
The Gators graduated
three seniors last season including Stephanie Fort, who
finished her career with the
third most homeruns in program history.
“At the end of last season
we graduated three seniors
who brought not only dedication and talent to the team,

but strong leadership and
passion for the game,” said
Hayden. “We relied on them
for a lot of things last season
and they will be missed.”
Allegheny softball welcomes nine rookies to the
program this season, and the
team is excited about their
new additions, according to
Nealer.
“We are a lot different
than last year,” said Nealer.
“We have about doubled our
team and also I think we have
a lot of faster girls which will
definitely be a huge help. The
freshmen class brought in
four pitchers who will play a
huge role this year if we plan
on getting to Regionals again.”
The combination of new
talent and veterans has the
team confident that they can
make another run at the title.
“I think one of our biggest assets is the fact that we
only graduated two starters
and the rest are back after experiencing such a big season
last year,” said Stuart. “That
is valuable experience that
can help us get at least that
far again. It also can help the
freshmen having so many
upperclassmen to look to for
that experience they don›t
have yet.”
Having gone so far in the
tournament last year, the Gators will likely be the team to
beat in the NCAC this season.
“I think the biggest thing
we›re facing this season is
the target on our backs,” Stuart said. “We were the fourth
place team to make it into
NCAC Conference tournament (the last team to get in)
and ended up winning the
whole thing and going on to
the Regional Championship.
There is no doubt the rest of
our conference is looking to
take us down after that.”
Due to inclement weather,
the team’s first tournament
has been pushed back one
day. The Gators will take the
field in Virginia Beach for a
doubleheader Saturday at 3
p.m. They will play another
doubleheader Sunday at 10
a.m.
“Our goals this year are to
ultimately go farther than we
went last year, but to get there
we know we have to work
extremely hard,” Nealer said.
“Other teams are looking out
for us and we are fully aware
of that and ready to bring our
A-game every time we step on
the field.”
Coach Curtiss said that despite the team’s tough schedule, she thinks that her squad
is ready.
“There is a lot of hard work
ahead of us but this team is up
for the challenge,” Coach Curtiss said. “Coach DeNillo and
I can›t wait to see them on the
field this weekend.”

GATOR UPDATER

MEN'S BASKETBALL: Allegheny split a doubleheader with
John Carroll University last Saturday. The Gators lost the
first game 6-12 but won their next game 12-2 later that
afternoon. Steven Ramsdell, ’15, earned the win after striking out four and allowing only 10 runners on base through
5 innings.
Lacrosse: The team opened their season with an emphatic win, dropping Frostburg State by a final score of 16-10.
Kelly Dickson, ’14, led the Gators with five goals while
Gusty Mead, ’16, scored three goals of her own. Allegheny
improved to 2-0 on Wednesday night, blasting the Thiel
Tomcats 18-9.
Women's Basketball: The Gators closed their season
with a loss to Denison in the NCAC Tournament Quarterfinals. Rachel Vigliotti, ’16, commanded the Allegheny
attack with 13 points, three assists and four steals. Sophomores Marina Scarantino and Emma Pellicano added 11
and 10 points respectively. The Gators end their season
14-12 overall and 8-8 in conference.

